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Dogpa 

Long before the Justice and Judges Guild ruined Xandoria, the Dogpas  

lived uneventful lives. They wandered the desert and collected junk.  

When mankind took up residency that all changed. The Dogpas were  

forced from their nomadic ways by an ever-growing population. As disaster 

after disaster unfolded, these humanoid canines kept surviving. Some snuck 

onboard ships and traveled to other worlds, while others made their own  

towns and cities. At the peak of life on Xandoria, Dogpas had  

established themselves as powerful allies against the forces of evil.  

But like all good things, the Dogpas were forced to give that all up  

when Xandoria was evacuated. Some stayed behind to fight the  

last battle while a handful of others secretly stowed away on the 

colony ships. Today the last of the Dogpas struggle to maintain  

their race. Life on the lower decks has caused sterility from  

radiation exposure and lack of food pushed others to turn to  

a life of savagery. In a sweeping move, the Protectorate  

hunted down a large number of Dogpas and  

exterminated them. Only about a hundred  

Dogpas are left. Most are scavengers, picking  

through garbage trying to get the day’s meal.  

Amongst their ranks there are Dogpa Hunters,  

those who carried the torch of their brethren from  

Xandoria. They constantly train and when they are  

needed, step up to fight. The government of Olympus is  

aware of the few survivors, but has chosen to leave them  

be for now. After all, Zeek, a Dogpa scavenger, has set up  

shop in the human quarter and made many friends. His  

knowledge has proven to be valuable towards the survival of  

the ship.  

 

What is a Dogpa? These are humanoid canines that  

evolved from dogs brought to Xandoria by privateers  

during the Dark Age of Space. Most have full canine  

features, but the newer generations have slowly moved 

away from that. The tallest Dogpa was recorded at  

over eight feet tall while the shortest was only two  

feet tall. They have a sharp sense of smell and can  

actually tell if someone is lying just by the odor they  

give off. This only works on living creatures, which is  

why Dogpas really HATE androids. In battle, a Dogpa can  

be a powerhouse, but their lack of DRAW ability is a huge  

limitation. They do let off a battle cry that can inspire  

the most cowardly Dogpa to fight.    
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DOGPAS 

Class: Hunter (FULL EXP) 

Primary MAX Increase Per Level 

Intelligence  20  +1 

Agility   20  +2 

Spirit  30  +1 

Might  40  +3 

Movement 30  +2 

HEALTH: +20 Per Base Level 

Dogpa Nose: -30 to all Notice Rolls involving living creatures 

Night Vision: Dogpas can actually see in the dark.  

War Howl: -10 to all combat Rolls for 1d10 turns 

MAY NOT USE DRAW DISKS 

MAY NOT USE ANY SHOOTING OR THROWING  

WEAPONS 

We hope you enjoyed this little teaser. We 

have posted this because Dogpas will not be 

included in the core book: Xandoria Galax-

ies. This PDF is usable with Xandoria Gal-

axies.  

 

For more background to Xandoria check out 

Xandoria Saga Collection available at Ama-

zon.com.  

 

Xandoria is property of Dilly Green Bean 

Games.  

Basic V is property of Dilly Green Bean 

Games.  

 

This PDF was written by Jay Libby.  

Art by Jay Libby.  

For more info on Xandoria check out 

www.dillygreenbeangames.com 


